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The present invention relates to machines for 
Sewing shoes, more particularly that class of shoe 
disclosed in United States Letters Patent No. 
2,467,466, granted April 19, 1949, in the name of 
I. S. Curtin, in which a sole unit is permanently 
attached to the outflanged marginal portion of 
a stitchdown shoe upper while mounted upon a 
last, the projecting Enarginal portions of the shoe 
being rough rounded. With a variable width edge 
about the shoe; after a practice COInOnly ein 
ployed in the maintifacture of Goodyear Welt 
shoes. In such Goodyear Welt practice the Var 
iable Width projecting narginal portion of a shoe 
frequently is designated as a Baltimore edge. 
The usual procedure in the manufacture of 

stitchdown shoes consists in applying a sole to a 
last, lasting an upper over the last with the mar 
ginal portions outflanged and engaged. With the 
projecting marginal portion of the Sole unit. The 
engaging portions of the Sole and upper are then 
rough rounded. With a uniform extension project 
ing front, the botton Surface of the last. To 
complete the Shoe. a wet is laid in the Crevice 
between the bulging last Supported Surface and 
sole engaging outflanged portion of the upper. 
An Outsole is then SeWed to the shoe. With Stitches 
passing through the Welt to secure a permanent 
attachment of the parts. 
In sewing the parts together a stitchdown shoe 

is presented ordinarily to an outsole stitcher sin 
ilar to that disclosed in United States Letters 
Patent. No. 2,013,751, granted September 10, 1935, 
in the narne of A. Eppler. This machine is pro 
vided with a fixed work support against which 
the bulging last supported surface of the upper is 
guided aid a Welt, guide paSSage in the Work 
Support, directs a stitchdown Welt into the crevice 
of the shoe in 2. Vance of the SeWing point in the 
machine. No edge gage is employed in the ina 
chine so that, the seamline is directed a Uniforn 
distance fron the Crevice throughout the length 
of the projecting narginal portions of the parts. 
The projecting marginal portions of the shoe are 
then trimmed and finished along their edges foll 
lowing the ines to which they Were Originally 
ough rounded and seWed. 
Because of the uniforn marginal projections 

along the edges of the upper and sole unit the 
usual stitchdowin shoe is readily distinguishable 
in appearance from a Goodyear Welt shoe having 
a variable width or Baltimore edge, except for the 
stitchdown type of shoe disclosed in the Curtin 
patent above hoted. If an attempt is made to 
provide a Baltimore or other variable width edge 
on a stitchdown shoe, according to USual pro 
cedures, the line of Stitches does not follow the 
edge. So that the decorative appearance is in 
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paired and an opportunity for curling and Sepa 
ration along the edges of the wider parts is in 
troduced. 
To Secure a construction having the appear 

ance of a Goodyear Welt shoe, the parts of the 
Stitchdown shoe disclosed in the Curtin patent 
are temporarily attached by cement, and are 
brought into cooperative relationship by suitable 
lasting and forming machines with a stitchdown 
Welt aid. On the outflanged margin. Of the upper 
While the shoe is Supported on a last, the Wet, 
being temporarily secured in the crevice between 
the last Supported and the outflanged marginal 
portions of the upper. The projecting margins 
of the welt, upper and Sole are then rough rounded 
'before stitching to provide a relatively wide ex 
tension in the forepart and a narrow extension 
Joth in the Shank of the shoe and at the toe in 
accordance with Goodyear welt shoe practice. 
After temporary assembly of the parts, a perma 
rent attachment is made in the Curtin Shoe by 
inserting an outseam, the stitches of which pass 
through the welt, outflanged margin of the upper 
and sole. at a uniform distance from the rough 
rounded edge of the Sole, in parting an accepta 
hile and pleasing appearance with a reliable Shoe 
structure resulting. To insert the OutSeam, an 
outsole Stitcher is employed having an edge gage 
for guiding the searn a uniform distance from the 
rough rounded edges. 
An object of the present invention is to provide 

3, machine for making shoes of the Stitchdown 
type in which it is no longer necessary to Secure 
a welt temporarily to the projecting margin of an 
outsole by cement as a separate operation before 
the shoe is rough rounded as disclosed in the 
Cuttin patent. Further objects are to provide a 
novel machine arranged to enable more effec 
tive manufacture of Stitchdown shoes, the mar 
ginal portions along the outflanged upper and 
projecting sole are rough rounded with a vari 
able width extension, in a manner that Will 
result in proper assembly and permanent attach 
ment, of a welt to the other parts of the shoe in 
a single operation including the insertion of a 
line of Stitches passing through the parts at a 
uniform distance from their rough rounded edges. 
Still further and ignore general objects are to in 
prove the construction of sewing machines for 
permanently attaching the parts of a stitchdown 
shoe by the provision of means for eliminating 
one or more operations required in the Curtin 
shoe while retaining the advantages of a reliable 
shoe construction and ease of assembly consid 
ered highly desirable with acceptable manufac 
turing procedures, 

Consistent with the objects above referred to, 
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the machine of the invention has the usual stitch 
forming and work engaging devices for operating 
upon a sole, the outflanged portions of an upper 
in a stitchdown shoe supported on a last and a 
superposed stitchdown welt, such devices includ 
ing a curved hook needle, a looper, and a Work 
support formed with a gage for the Welt, in Which 
the work Support is mounted for movement as a 
unit with a shiftable carrier yieldingly actuated 
to press the work support against the bulging last 
Supported Surface of a shoe forcing the welt firm 
ly into the crevice betWen the bulging and out 
flanged Sole engaging portions of the Shoe upper. 
Preferably, the work support also has a welt guide 
passage movable with it to guide the Welt onto the 
work engaging Surface of the work Support. 
In the usual sewing machine for accomplishing 

permanent attachment of an outSole and an 
upper in a Goodyear welt or other shoe where an 
edge gage is employed, the edge gage ordinarily 
is moving during sewing operations, rather than 
the work support which is fixed, so that the seam 
line spacing from the edge of the parts operated 
upon may be varied but such arrangement has 
been found unsuitable for the purposes of the 
present invention. An arrangement of a movable 
work support and an edge gage which remains 
fixed during sewing operations is, therefore, the 
opposite to that usually employed in Sewing mal 
chines for attaching parts of a stitchdown shoe. 
The shiftable carrier for the movable work Sup 
port, has connected to it, in its illustrated form, 
a resilient means of the proper character to act 
automatically in pressing the work Support and 
welt yieldingly into proper sewing position so 
that no attention whatever is required on the 
part of the operator for seating the Welt in the 
shoe crevice. 
These and other features of the invention, as 

hereinafter described and claimed will readily be 
apparent from the following detail description 
and accompaying drawings, in Which: 

Fig. 1 is a perspective view of certain of the 
stitch forming and work engaging devices in a 
machine embodying the features of the present 
invention; 

Fig. 2 is a sectional view on an enlarged scale 
of the work support, presser foot, edge gage and 
shoe parts operated upon in the machine of Fig. 1 
looking from the right; and 

Fig. 3 is a plan view of a portion of a shoe and 
SOrne of the Work engaging devices in the ma 
chine, shown while the sewing operation is being 
performed. 
The machine illustrated in the drawings is in 

tended for operation upon a Stitchdown shoe com 
prising an upper and a sole unit conformed to a 
last 4. The Sole unit includes an in Sole 6 nount 
ed upon the last with its marginal projection 
secured to the outflanged margin of the upper, 
indicated at 8, by Stitches () as shown in Fig. 2. 
If an outsole 2 also is to be used it is temporarily 
attached to the insole by cement. Ordinarily a 
Stitchdown Welt is applied in Superposed relation 
to the other parts in the shoe during the opera 
tion. On a Sewing machine which permanently 
attaches the parts, the usual stitchdown machine 
being equipped with a work Support haiVng a Welt 
guide arranged in advance of the Sewing point. 
A prerequisite to acceptable stitchdown welt 

sewing practice is edgewise pressure against the 
welt to seat it firmly within the crevice of a stitch 
down shoe between the bulging last Supported 
and outflanged portions of the upper so that no 
gap will appear between the upper and the inner 
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4. 
edge of the welt. Heretofore, firm seating of the 
Welt in Superposed relation to the upper of a 
stitchdown shoe crevice has been obtained in a 
sewing machine by the welt guide in the Work 
support and by an integral block shaped welt 
gage on the Work support, directly behind the 
sewing point, the welt guide directing the Welt 
upwardly onto the work engaging Surface of the 
work support with the ouetr edge of the Welt 
maintained in firm engagement with the Welt 
gage. Because the added duty of properly Seat 
ing the Welt within the crevice of a stitchdown 
shoe requires extra attention on the part of the 
machine operator, manufacturers of stitchdown 
shoes have been content to produce shoes which 
have their sole edges conformed with the line of 
the seam securing the Welt perinanently in posi 
tion. The belief has been that the use of a vari 
able extension or Baltimore edge would present 
an insurin.ountable burden on the operator So that 
attempts to manufacture stitchdown shoes with 
variable width extensions have been avoided. 

If a shoe having a variable width extension or 
Baltimore edge along its projecting marginal pol'- 
tions, as indicated in Fig. 3, is presented to an 
outsole stitcher of the usual construction. With 
no edge gage for the sole but with a fixed work 
support formed with a welt guide passage and a 
welt gage for guiding the Welt to the Sewing point, 
in accordance With prior stitchdown practice, the 
welt will be pressed uniformly against the bulging 
last supported surface of the upper and Secured 
within the crevice of the shoe in an acceptable 
mannel but the seam line will not follow the edge 
of the sole along the variable width extension 
portions. Not only will the appearance of the 
shoe be adversely affected by Such construction, 
especially along the wider portions of the mar 
ginal extension but the searn actually may run off 
the edges of the parts along the portions of nar 
rower extensions unless precautions are taken. 
It thus appears that for satisfactorily Sewing a 
stitchdown shoe and applying a welt where a vari 
able width or Baltimore edge extension is em 
ployed in a single operation there must be two 
separate guiding devices, One of Which preSSes the 
welt into the shoe crevice and the other of which 
guides the line of the Sean a uniform distance 
from the variable width edge regardless of the 
Width of extension. The only other alternative 
to practical stitchdown shoe construction employ 
ing a variable width extension is that disclosed 
in the Curtin patent above identified in which 2, 
separate operation is required to attach the Welt 
temporarily before sewing. 

Before the sewing operation on the marginal 
projections of the shoe parts is performed, in 
accordance with the practice of the present in 
vention, the sole unit including the insole 6, the 
outsole 2 and the outflanged margin of the upper 
8 are rough rounded in a manner commonly en 
ployed in the manufacture of Goodyear welt 
shoes, with a variable width extension or Balti 
more edge along the margins of the parts, (Fig. 3). 
The line along which the parts are rough rounded, 
as indicated at , provides the widest extension 
along the forepart and the narrowest extensions 
in the Shank and extreme toe end of the shoe. 
During sewing, the rough rounded edges of the 
parts are guided by an edge gage So that the line 
4 gives direction to the shoe outseam, shown in 

Figs. 1 and 2 at 5. This is the usual practice 
with Goodyear welt shoe manufacture. A com 
mercial form of rough rounding machine ac 
cordingly is employed and the configuration is 
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determined in large part by the skill of the op 
erator. 
As has been indicated, the machine of the 

present invention enables sewing the marginal 
portions of a variable width extension edge on 
a stitchdown shoe with a Sean Spaced a uniform 
distance from the edges of the parts, while intro 
ducing into the seam the stitchdown welt so that 
temporary attachment of the welt to the exten 
sion edges, as disclosed in the Curtin patent in a 
separate operation, is no longer necessary. To 
this end the machine of the invention has a WOk 
Support 6 constructed in a manner Similar to 
acceptable practice at its Work engaging end. 
The work Support has a stitchdown welt guide 8 
formed as an integral passage leading onto the 
work engaging surface of the Support and a 
stitchdown Weltgage 20 in the form of a shoulder 
on an integral block at the rear of an opening 22 
through which the stitch forming devices pass. 
The stitch forming devices of the machine in 

clude a conventional curved hook needle 24, and 
a curved awl 25 moving through the opening 22 
in the work support. The needle has cooperating 
with it a, needle guide 28, a looper 3 and a thread 
finger 3. To clamp the shoe in operating posi 
tion, a presser foot 32 engages the parts operated 
upon above the work support. Other parts of 
the machine are Similar to those disclosed in 
United States Letters Patent No. 1,169,909, 
granted February 1, 1916, upon application of F. 
Ashworth. In the machine of the Ashworth pat 
ent the work support is secured rigidly to the 
frame of the machine and a shoe being operated 
on is guided along the work engaging surface of 
the work support by an edge gage Separate from 
the welt gage, which edge gage is secured to a 
shiftable carrier connected for manual control 
during sewing operations. 
In the machine of the present invention the 

manner of mounting the Work support and the 
edge gage is reversed, resilient means being pro 
vided to press the work support yieldingly against 
the bulging last Supported Surface of the upper 
in the shoe, two extreme positions in the yielding : 
movement of the work Support being illustrated 
by the solid and dot-dash lines of Fig. 2. The 
edge gage of the present machine is indicated at 
34 and is rigidly clamped by a capscrew 36 to a 
member of the machine frame, indicated at 38 
but is adjustable by loosening the capScrew which 
passes through a slot in the Shank of the edge 
gage. The work Support f6, in turn, has a down 
wardly extending slotted shank Secured to a 
swinging carrier 40 shiftable transversely to the 
line of the seam, as previously employed for 
mounting the edge gage, the work Support being 
movable as a unit with the carrier. 
The shiftable work Support carrier 40 in the 

illustrated machine has a pivotal mounting con 
sisting of a rotatable stud 42 passing loosely 
through a bearing in a frame member 44 and the 
stud is retained in the bearing against length 
wise movement by a cotter pin 46. Secured to 
the stud 42 is a lever 48. To press the work Sup 
port against the shoe a downwardly extending 
arm of the lever 48 has connected to it the for 
ward end of a tension Spring 59 also fastened to 
a fixed portion of the machine frame. The spring 
50 acts to maintain the work support yieldingly 
against the bulging last Supported Surface of the 
shoe upper, the axis of the stud 42 being so dis 
posed as to cause the work support 6 to be shift 
able with the carrier 40 transversely of the seam 
line. 
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To limit the shifting movement of the work 

support So that the opening 22 therein will not 
move Out of line with the needle or a Wil, the upper 
arm of the lever 48 is forked and the fork ends 
have passing through them a pair of stop screws 
52 provided with checknuts. The stop screws 
have their ends directed toward each other to 
engage alternately a stud 54 Secured in a station 
ary frame member 56 with sufficient free motion 
to insure proper yielding action of the Work-Sup 
port. 

If a rough rounded shoe of the Stitchdown or 
similar type is presented to the illustrated ma 
chine, the shoe Will be guided by the edge gage 
34 to insert an outseam a uniform distance 
throughout its length from the outline 4 of the 
Outflanged upper edge. At the same time a welt, 
indicated at 58, passing through the guide 8 will 
be forced by the welt gage 20 on the work sup 
port With a uniform yielding pressure into the 
crevice between the bulging and outfianged por 
tions of the upper. These results are obtained 
through the differential action of the edge gage 
34 and the welt gage in directing the seam on the 
one hand and welt on the other uniformly into 
proper Sewing positions. 
To insure covering the Widest extension of the 

outfianged upper along the forepart of a shoe, 
the Welt 58 employed is of greater than usual 
Width. Therefore, along the narrowest extensions 
of the parts at the shank and toe of the shoe, 
the welt will project somewhat beyond the rough 
rounded Outline 4 of the upper and sole. For 
this reason, the edge gage 34 is located above 
the welt gage 20 to clear the projecting portion 
of the Welt. The thickness of the Wet is such 
that it may readily be trimmed without special 
precautions Or attention during the usual edge 
trinning and finishing operations on the Shoes 
after the sewing is completed. 

In actual practice the machine has been found 
to accomplish the results desired by an operator 
Skilled only in the attachment of outsoles with 
Out other training or precaution. The work sup 
port moves yieldingly without the exercise of spe 
cial skill or ability on the part of the operator 
and results are accomplished with great uni 
fornity, giving a desirable appearance to the 
shoe which cannot be distinguished from a Good 
year Welt shoe without close inspection. Also, in 
many instances the machine may be employed to 
advantage in Sewing shoes other than Stitchdowns 
and in Operations other than those in which a 
Welt is attached during Sewing. 
A method of making shoes with the machine of 

the invention herein disclosed forms the subject 
matter of a divisional application, Serial No. 
384,032, filed October 5, 1953. 
The invention having thus been described, what 

is claimed is: 
1. In a machine for sewing the projecting mar 

ginal Citions of a shoe Supported on a last, hav 
ing stitch forning devices comprising a needle, 
a, work Support provided With a Welt gage, a 
presser foot acting to clamp the marginal por 
tions of the shoe against the work Support, an 
edge gage and means for securing the edge gage 
in a fixed position relatively to the needle, the 
coinbination with a shiftable carrier on which 
the work support is naouinted for movement dur 
ing sewing operations yieldingly against the bulg 
ing last Supported Surface of the Shoe to press 
a Welt moving along the welt gage into the 
crewice between the bulging and projecting mar 
ginal portions of the Shoe. 
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2. In a machine for sewing a sole to the out 
flanged marginal portion of an upper in a stitch 
doW Shoe Supported on a last having stitch 
forning devices comprising a, curved hook needle 
and a needle looper, a Work Support provided 
With a stitchdown Welt guide aind a welt gage, 
a presser foot acting to clamp the marginal poi 
tions of the shoe and welt against the Work Sup 
port, an edge gage and neaths for Securing the 
edge gage in a fixed position relatively to the 
needle, the combination. With a shiftable carrier 
for the Work Support With Which the Work Sup 
port is iovable as a unit duiring S3Wig Opera 
tions yieldingly against the bulging last Support 
ed Surface of the Shoe to press the Welt, roving 
along the edge gage into the crevice batWeen 
the bulging and Outflanged Sole engaging por 
tions of the upper. 

3. In a lilachine for SeWiig a Sole to the O 
fianged imaginal portion of an upper in a Stitch 
down Shoe Supported on a last, having Stitch 
forming devices comprising a curved hook needle 
and a needle looper, a work Support provided with 
a. Stitchdow Welt, guide and a Wetgage, a presse 
foot acting to clamp the narginal portions of the 
shoe and Welt, against the Work Support, an edge 
gage and means for securing the edge gage in a 
fixed position relatively to the needle, the co 
bination. With a shiftale carrier for the WOlk Sup 
port, with which the work Support is movable dur 
ing sewing operations and resilient means opera 
tively connected to the carrier to press the work 
support yieldingly into the crevice aetween the 
ulging last supported and outflanged Sole en 

gaging portions of the upper. 
4. In a machine for sewing a Sole to the Out 

flanged portion of an upper in a stitchdioW shoe 
supported on a last, having a main fraine, Stitch 
forming devices in the frame comprising a cuived 
hook needle and a needse looper, a Work Support 
formed with a weit, guide passage leading onto a 
Work engaging surface theireof and a Wetgage, 
an edge gage and means for Securing the edge 
gage in a fixed position in the machine, in Corin 
bination with a carrier to which the WOirk Sup 
port, is secured, a pivotal mounting for the car 
tier about which the work support is shiftable 
transversely to the line of the Sean inserted by 
the stitch forming devices, and means connected 
to the carrier for pressing the Work Support 
against the bulging last supported Surface of the 
upper to force the welt into the crevice between 
the bulging last supported and the outflanged 
portions of the upper. 

5. In a machine for sewing a Sole to the Out 
flanged portion of an upper in a stitchdown shoe 
supported on a last, having a nain frame, Stitch 
forming devices in the frame comprising a curved 
hook needle and a needle looper, a Work Support 
folhed With a Welt, guide passage leading onto a 
Work engaging Surface thereof and a Welt gage, 
an edge gage and clamping means for Securing the 
edge gage in a fixed position in the machine, in 
combination with a carrier to which the Work 
support, is secured, a pivotal mounting for the 
carrier about, which the work Support is shiftable 
transversely to the line of the Sean inserted by 
the stitch forming devices, and means connected 
to the carrier for pressing the Work Support 
against the bulging last supported Surface of the 
upper to force the Welt into the crevice between 
the bulging last supported aid the outflanged 
portions of the upper, said edge gage being adjust 
able on the frame of the machine. 
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6. In a machine for Sewing a Sole to the out 
flanged portion of an upper in a stitchdown shoe 
Supported on a last, having a main fraine, stitch 
for ling devices in the frame comprising a curved 
hool. Ineede aid a needle looper, a Work Support 
fored. With a We, guide passage leading onto 
a Work engaging Surface thereof and a wet gage, 
an edge gage and eans for Securing the edge 
gage in a fixed position in the In2.chine, in COIn 
bination with a carrier to which the Work Sup 
port, is Secured, a pivotal iilouting for the cair 
rier about, which the work Support, is shiftable 
tratisye'sely to the line of the Sean inserted by 
the Stitch forning devices, meains connected to 
the carrier for pressing the work Support against 
the bulging last, Supported surface of the upper 
to force the Welt, into the Ciewice oet Weein the 
gilging as Supported and the outflanged por 
tions of the upper, and Stop neans for initing 
the shifting ovezaeint of the carrier about its 
pivotal nounting to prevent displacement of the 
work Suppair, for Operative relationship to the 
Stitch forraig devices. 

7. In a nachie for Sewing a sole to the out 
iianged portion of a Upei' in a Stitchdown 
shoe Supported OIn a last, having a main fianne, 
Stitch for Eiing devices in the fiane coin prising a 
curved hook reade and a needle looper, a Work 
Support for led With a Welt guide passage lead 
iing Otto a Wols e.gaging Surface thereof and a 
wet gage, an edge gage and easis for Securing 
the edge gage in a fixed position in the machine, 
in coinination. With 8, Carrier to Which the Work 
Support is secured, a pivotal Inounting for the 
carrier agoli, which the Work support, is shiftabie 
transversely to tha iine of the searn inserted by 
the Stitch forting devices, ieains connected to 
the carrier for pressing the work Support, against 
the origing last Sipported Sliface of the upper 
to force the Wei, iito the crewice betWeen the 
bulging last Slippo ted 2nd the outflanged por 
tions of the upper, and stop jeans for initing the 
shifting novement of the carrie agot its pivotal 
mounting to prevent displacerient of the Work 
support from operative relationship to the Stitci. 
forming devices, coirprising a stud fixed in the 
machine frane and a forked airn Coinnected to 
the work Support cariier and stop ScreWS carried 
by the fork ends of said arm and located to engage 
alternately with the fixed stud. 

8. In a lachine for Sewing the projecting Ilal 
ginal portions of a shoe Supported upon a last and 
a welt in superposed relation, which nachine has 
stitch forming devices comprising a needle, and 
work clamping and Supporti ing leans for Securing 
the shoe and Welt in operative relationship to 
the Stitch forming devices, the cornbination. With 
two relatively movable gages disposed one above 
the other, the lower one of which acts on the 
welt, to press the welt into the Cevice betWean 
the bulging and projecting marginal portions of 
the shoe and the upper one of which acts on Said 
projecting inaiginal portions of the shoe to guide 
the line of the seain a unifornia distance from the 
edges of the narginal portions. 
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